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Human Identity Summit
Part 8
Blowing Open Pleasure
Now about sex!
Blissful pleasure without cause is natural identity, potent benefit its display. The
clarity blast blows everything into wide open clarity, devouring all pleasure-related
viewpoints in great bliss.
In instinctive clarity, pleasure is no longer associated with specific activities. No
longer directed like puppets to strive for pleasure, carefree beneficial qualities and
activities spontaneously emerge. The great cheering up of society in clarity uninstalls
the puppet program of continuous pleasure-seeking and simultaneously installs
unending bliss. Blissful pleasure is always fully loaded in all circumstances, the
operating system of identity.
Causality is a point of view. Truly real pleasure does not come from a cause.
Instinctive clarity is pleasure’s magnificent mate. Since instinctive clarity is not a
product of any condition, it is delightfully and potently present. Simply resting
without contrivance in clarity, our full force and pleasure-power is spontaneously
obvious. All viewpoints are nothing but clarity pleasure enjoying itself.
Instinctive clarity deletes forever the viewpoint that pleasure comes only from causal
circumstances such as food, money, sex, work, romance, friendships, family,
entertainment, and so forth. Thus, empowered to truly enjoy all of these with an
attitude of carefree openness and responsibility, we carry on living with great ease
no matter what comes about. Benefit, prosperity and generosity replace constant
lack and search for satisfaction and fulfillment.
When a sensory twinge or urge is automatically described as sexual or erotic, clarity
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ignorance holds sway, unfolding a confusing story about these points of view. From
the moment of birth, we teach ourselves to describe certain bodily sensations,
thoughts, emotions and other experiences as sexual or erotic by nature. When these
viewpoints are granted an independent nature they create chaos and extremely
confused states that are lifelong. By the time puberty is reached, complete confusion
sets in. Puberty is actually the period for fully recognizing, launching and
spontaneously demonstrating the great power of benefit to be displayed by a mature
human. When the potent sexual urges and surges of childhood and adolescence are
misidentified as real and independently existent, a lifetime of bewilderment and
diminished energy ensues.
Alternatively, if clarity is trained up as the nature of all erotic or sexual viewpoints,
then instinctive clarity is discovered to be the potent erotic situation we feel driven to
find. Only clarity is the basis for enduring relationship of any kind, otherwise all
relating—individual and collective—is fundamentally driven to indulge, avoid or
replace the great variety of erotic or sexual viewpoints.
Erotic impulse itself, like all viewpoints, rests in self-arising pleasure and bliss. These
are the most profound of the profound instructions. They contain the most essential
point because radiant pleasure appears directly. Make this your identity and carry on
in a powerfully beneficial way. Not contriving anything, clarity luminosity appears as
direct experience, the transparent here-and-now undoes itself in the great release of
pure pleasure. Clarity pleasure and bliss is the ultimate indestructible vehicle, the
outshining of viewpoints in the view.
Clarity bright energy, self-aware, original potent intelligence, instinctive pleasure and
benefit shine forth immediately as the current moment. No need to wait for a result
to ripen later. This liberates here-and-now. It is the force that frees here-and-now in
blissful accord.
Viewpoints arise as clarity pleasure already, so as a result viewpoints are already
liberated. Instinctively recognize the clarity view, and viewpoints are beloved selfarising pleasure.
Human Identity Summit: Blowing Open Pleasure
Instinctive clarity is always-on.
1. Write today’s training.
2. What did I learn to be the sources of pleasure? What viewpoints did I learn
about erotic urges and surges? How has the support of the Four Mainstays
clarified erotic or sexual viewpoints? (Give specific examples for each of how
short moments of clarity, the teacher, the teaching and the community have
supported resolution in clarity of erotic or sexual viewpoints). How has
instinctive clarity changed my actions related to pleasure-seeking?
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